THE situation. in which Thomas Mann finds himself to-day is almost unbelievably symbolical of his. whole career, tempera..: ment, and ach_ievement. The man who ·was proclaimed in his youth the poet of decadence and who confessed his own " sympathy with disease and death," has in the evening of his life become an aCtivist and is prophesying on public platforms "the coming triumph of democracy;" the author of the Reflections of a NonPolitical Man, for whom his embattled Fatherland appeared as the champion of a personal, spiritual culture against t he hostile, sbcialized civilization of the Entente, is now attributing the enslavemen t of his people to their fatal indifference to political questions; the one-time · creator of the Budden brooks, the family which declined in proportion as it became intellectualized and ceased "to think with its blood" (in Hitlerian phrase), is now disengaging from the Biblical block of marble a Joseph who represents a synthesis of spirit and nature. But to anyone who knows his Thomas Mann all this implies no violent· conversion. Pope's "Sporus" was descri bed as being " himself one vile anti'thesis." J{ we substitute "endless" for "vile," the phrase sums up Thomas Mann perfectly. He is, perhaps, the most "dialectical' 1 in tern.: p erament of aJI imaginative writers-and, as such, perfectly representative of the nation that produced H egel. This applies to his art as well as to his thought. Were there ever novels so naturalistic in their methods of description, characterization, and dialogue, yet Iii: with such an underglow of symbolism and poetic suggestion? Was an author ever .so emotionally absorbed in his characters, yet so ironically ·detached from them? Was subject-matter ever so morbiq and repulsive, yet treatment and atmosphere so instinctively refined and humane? Was intellectual weightiness ever relieved 85 by such all-pervading humour and wit? Did novels ever so combine timeliness with timelessness?
The importance of Thomas Mann has dawned but slowly on the non-Germanic world. Not till 1916 was any work of his translated into English, when Royal Highness appeared in London; then in 1923 a nation of dog-fanciers was made acquainted with his minor work, Master and Dog. Only in 1924-almost a quarter of a century after its publication in Germany-did Buddenbrooks appear in the first of Mrs Lowe-Porter's superb series of translations." ~ven yet, not all of Mann's miscellaneous writings are available to English readers, and one cannot avoid the feeling that it is the distinguished German emigre and anti-Nazi propagandist who looms in the public eye rather than the author of The Magic Mountain and Joseph and His Brethren. Most competent critics are now agreed, however, that in Thomas Mann we have the greatest literary artist of our t ime; certainly since the deaths of Hardy and Conrad, France and Proust, it would be difficult to set up any rival to him in the Western world, merely as a master of language and of the art of fiction. This aspect of him I have no desire to neglect, but I am even more concerned to call attention to his ideology, for this is both a stumbling-block to his foreign readers, less accustomed than Germans to associate metaphysics with fiction, and yet an integral · part of the texture of the fiction itself, not-as in the case of most inteHectual novelists-a mere superimposed commentary. Moreover, I believe that the evolution of Mann's thought is most interesting and significant to study in connection with a movement that created quite a stir in America some years ago and which should not be assumed to have lost all its impetus yet-the New Humanism. It will be recalled that the New Humanists were leading a crusade against "naturalism," the worship of nature or instinct, in the name of "the higher will," "the inner check," "the intuition above the reason," and other slogans. N ow what is this but the tension between "nature" and "spirit" (or "mind") 1 that animates all Thomas Mann's life and work~ But whereas the Humanists were fanatical propagandists and one-sided advocates (most of them were probably by natureif the Hibernianism may be permitted-anti-naturalists), Thomas Mann is an example, if ever there was one, of "the civil war within 1 Gtist in German. "Spirit" is a widely accepted transllltion of this; though I prefer "mind" myself, as it seems to me less ambiguous.
the soul" with the contestants almost equally balanced. · His works are one long debate between Mann the humanist and Mann the naturalist. I t follows from this that Mann's exploration of the terms themselves is much more thorough than that of the American Humanists. Yet the conclusion to which he seems to be slowly coming after a life devoted to the. most conscientious and patient weighing of contraries, may not be very different from theirs and will serve as a powerful confirmation of it. Thomas Mann may turn out to be, not only the greatest.literary artis~, but the greatest humanist of our time.
II
How did Thomas Mann's interest in the "nature-spiri-t" antithesis arise?
2 He h. as himself supplied us with abundant material for answering this question, not only in the autobiographical passages in his novels, but in his numerous critical articles. His very parents represented the two terms of the antithesis-his father, the normal, conservative, Philistine merchant was "nature;" hjs exotic mother with her love of music and her Bohemian ways was "spiri t." The austere, simple city of his boyhood, Lubeck, was " nature;" the city of his adoption, the "arty" Munich of the nineties, was "spirit.''· · He found himself, as he grew up, torn between two worlds, the world of "nature," which he equated with the bourgeoisie, the simple, unsophisticated middle-class, and the world of "spirit," which he equated with the artistic or Bohemian set; or, to quote the famous passage from Tonio Kroger: "The mixture was no doubt extraordinary and bore with it extraordinary dangers. The issue of it-a bourgeois who strayed into art, a Bohemian who feels nostalgic yearning for respectability, an artist with a bad conscience. For surely it is my bourgeois conscience that makes me see in the artist life, in all irregularity and all genius, something profoundly suspect, profoundly disreputable; that fills me with this lovelorn jaiblesse for the simple and good, the comfortably normal, the average unendowed human being." There we have, in its ironic pointedness, the early form of the Mannian "nature-spirit" equation; and, if it seems to us extra.. vagant and perverse to confine "nature" to the stolid bourgeois and "spirit" to the intellectual smart set, let us note first that it is all to the credit of Mann's severe self-discipline that in · his first desperate desire not to fall forwards in the direction in which he inclined, he should lean too far backwards and exaggerate the dangers of intellect and art; and then let us consider the period-in which he began to write.
This was the age known to English aesthetic history as the "naughty nineties" or the "mauve decade"-an age of baroque decadence and irresJ?onsible individualism. We have only ·.co recall the names of Oscar Wilde and Gabriel~ d'Annunzio with their perversities and highly perfumed exoticism. More significant still, it was the period when Maurice Barres and Andre Gide were pursuing the culte du moi and when the former was about to turn in revulsion from this form of "spirit'-' to the "nature" of the culte de Ia terre el des morts. All over Europe adventurous young minds had leaned so far over the abyss that in terror they were drawing back before vertigo dragged theni down. It may be that the curious mixture of decadence ·and ardent nationalism in Barres and d' Annunzio corresponds in some way to the tension between spirit and nature in Mann. At all events, it must be emphasized that it is on that now vanished background that the early Mann must be projected, if we are to understand him.·
The purely intellectual factors in Mann's early development are ooth cosmopolitan and native. To the former belong the great Russians and Scandinavians and the French realists (particularly Flaubert, whose very voice seems to speak out of Mann's ironic definitionof the writer as "a man to whom writing comes hard"). His art as a· naturalistic miniaturist he no doubt learned from the latter, and also something of his ironic portraiture of the bourgeois; but there is behind this irony in Mann a profound human sympathy and a lyric quality utterly lacking in Flaubert. It is rather the influence of Dostoievs)<y that appears in the very earliest short stories· of the pre-Buddenbrooks period; in form they are terse, pointed little contes like Maupassant's, but in content and spirit they are tales of "the injured and insulted" in the unequal contest between sensitive spirit and brutal . nature or life. However, cosmopolitan as Mann's culture was already at this early period, it was .e ven more profoundly national, and his first great work was to reveal the truly German writer who might have learned some foreign tricks of art but whose content and inner form were of native inspiration. Above all, the imprint of the three great Ge(rrians whom he had chosen as his special masters was on every page of this work-the imprint of Schopenhauer, Wagner, and Nietzsche.
The essence of Schopenhauer's pessimistic philosophy was an almost B,uddhistic sense of the futility of the strivings. of the human will; only two avenues of escape were open to man from the misery resulting therefrom; one was to objectify these strivings in works of art (best of all in music which seemed to embody mysteriously the movement of the Will itself); the other was to let the Will still itself in Nirvana or death. This idea is the key to Mann's equating of the art-instinct with the "sympathy for disease and death," of which he makes so much in later works; but in Buddenbrooks the stress is almost wholly on the· latter . . Mann found Schopenhauer the very food his spirit craved. He tells us. himself: "I have in me much that is Buddhist, much heavy and sluggish yearning for that form or non-form of consummation, which is called Nirvana or nothingness." (This Buddhistic tendency is another link between Mann and som~, at least, of the New Human'ists.a) . Mann absorbed his Schopenhauer both directly at the source (his discovery of The World as Will and &presentation was an event in his life) .and through Wagner, whose indebtedness to Schopenhauer is well known, and reveals itself particularly in Tristan and Isolde, with its '. 'night," "yearning for death· ," and "love-death" motifs, But a . comparative study of the death-theme in literature reveals its wide European extension; it appears in Poe, Nov;ilis, Baudelaire, Leopardi, among others. It is one of the leit-motifs of Romanticism, and ·merely attains its latest and most richly orchestrated form in Thomas Mann. 4 . · Wagner served, not only as a transmitter of Schopenhauerian pessimism, but as a main objective in himself. In t. hat eloquent tribu,te, The Sufferings and Greatness of Richard Wagner (1933) , Mann has told us all that the great musician meant to him ip his youth. Mann has always been a passionate lover of musi. c, and music plays a greater rol~ in his works than, perhaps, in those of 3lt plays a considerable role (in the very intellectual form of tho love of "non-being") in Paul Valery's poems . .
•Some consider this all-dissolving anarchism still the deepest instinct in Man·n; the sub-strat um of his being; and regard Naphta, the mystical ' nihilist of The Mogic Mount~in, as the truest portrait of hi.mself. This, in view of the' emerging lineaments of Joseph in his ''work in progress," I cannot allqw.
any other novelist. No doubt Wagner particularly attracted him because he felt in Wagner the same dichotomy that he perceived in himseH. Nietzsche had already pointed out in a famous passage of Beyond Good and Evil that Wagner's music sums up the German soul in its completeness, both its tendency to romantic disintegration and its stolid Philistine vitalism; but it was no doubt "the sympathy with disease and death" of Parsifal and Tristan and Isolde that fascinated the youthful Mann rather than the sturdy healthiness of The Mastersingers or the heroic strength of the Siegfried music. For this reason he comes to equate music, too, with the ideas of disease and death; when Hans Castorp in The Magic Mountain sees the skeleton of his own hand in the X-ray laboratory and "for the first time in his life understood that he would die ... at the thought there came over his face the expression it usually wore when he listened to music: a little dull , sleepy and pious, his mouth half open, his head inclined toward the shoulder."
The pessimism of Thomas Mann, the "sympathy with death," which comes from Schopenhauer and Wagner, must not be confused with the theme of ''decadence," so prominent in his early work and culminating in Buddenbrooks. Schopenhauer's pessi.:. mism is an expression of the universal destiny of man, now and in all ages ; whereas decadence, by definition, implies a state of health from which one can decline. Here we come to the third great German master of Mann, Nietzsche. Mann's relation to Nietzsche is. not as simple as his relation to Schopenhauer and Wagner. The non-Germanic world thinks of Nietzsche generally as the prophet of the Superman, the advance-agent of "the blond beast." This affirmative, aggressive side of Nietzsche affects Mann, the ironic artist, almost not at all. It is the other side of the shield that interests him-Nietzsche, the analyst of bourgeois decadence, the forerunner of Spengler. To Nietzsche, the root of bourgeois decay lies not in a falling-off in virtue, but in a relaxing of the vital forces. It is from Nietzsche that Mann gets the positive conception of "life" or "nature" and the negative conception of "spirit" or "mind" which runs through all his earlier work. It is from him, too, that the tragic aspect of his works gets its peculiar colouring; in Mann tragedy consists not in the yielding to sin, but in connivance with an ebbing vitality.
HI
These are the necessary prolegomena to a study of Thomas Mann. Let us now examine his principal pieces of fiction, both as works of art and as carriers of his dialectical humanism.
The short stories referred to above were the overture to Buddenbrooks (1901) , perhaps the most extraordinary example of literary precocity on record. That a young man of twenty-five should produce a novel so steeped in the odour of mortality is not the astonishing thing; what takes our breath away is the maturity of the literary art and, above all, the power of seeing his characters both from the inside and the outside, of portraying them both sympathetically and ironically-a feat that seems beyond the reach of even the most brilliant youth. Take the figure of Tony Buddenbrooks, surely one of the summits of modern character-drawing. What r~ader can ever forget that conscientious and courageous, yet somewhat naive and fatuous girl, whose very power of rising serene from the blows of fate comes largely from her lack of "spirit" or "mind"? "She was not consumed by the inexpressible. No sorrow weighed her down, or strove to speak but could not. And thus it was that her past left no mark upon her. She knew that she had led a troubled life-she knew it, that is, but at bottom she never believed it herself." Only Thomas Mann could, with one sentence like that, dash his heroine's hope of becoming a modern Antigone, a tragic victim of family piety-and at the same time alienate forever the sentimental reader.
Buddenbrooks is both the first real naturalistic novel in German (as Mann claims) and the first German novel of that peculiarly national type known as the evolutionary novel or Bi/dungsroman, 5 to make a universal appeal outside Germany. It is indeed a rather special variety of the latter type, _ an inverted Bildungsroman, a story of evolution not upward but downward, an epic of degeneration. At first sight it seems quite similar to many a French or English novel of the realistic school. It is a family chronicle representing four generations of the Buddenbrooks, patricianmerchants of Lubeck, from the beginning to the close of the nineteenth century. The material and social background is inbThac genus of novel, of which Wilhelm Mei5lff is the prototype, in which the main theme is the formative spiritual evolution of the leading character, his gradual discovery of the meaning of the universe, and of his relation thereto.
ventoried with Zolaesque attention to detail. So far it dosely resembles a work like Galsworthy's The Forsyte Saga. But look closer, and you soon discover that Mann is aiming at something much more subtle than a period-novel. Buddenbrooks, in its essence, is the story of a family-destiny working itself out, an evil destiny, the destiny of decadence. And no"te further that it i·s not primarily a physical or even a moral decadence; there is no bad heredity in the family, as in Ibsen's Ghosts, nor has any Buddenbrooks committed even the most venial of crimes; it can only be described as a vitalistic decadence. By a sort of unconscious cultural development, characteristic of the nineteenth century, each successive head of the Buddenbrooks family is a more intellectualized, sophisticated, complicated being than his predecessor; he trusts less to instinct, to intuition, to "nature," to tradition, in the conduct of his life and his business, and thereby loses more and more his grip on reality, to which man is guided (this is Thomas Mann's thesis), not by that by-product of nature, the intellect, but by nature herself. 6 The more self-conscious and critical he becomes, the less wisely does he act:
The native hue of resolution Is sicklied o'er wich che pale cast of thought.
As a work of art and as an embodiment in fiction of the Nietzschian theory of bourgeois decadence, Buddenbrooks is certainly deserving of the highest praise. In. the building up of Mann's "dialectical humanism," on the other hand, the novel represents only a tentative first stage. The "nature-spirit" antithesis forms the framework of the novel; but the actual representatives of both " nature" and " spirit" are of a kind from which no convincing philosophical arguments could be drawn . One might almost ~on elude from a consideration of his characters that at the date of its composition Mann had really no very high opinion of either "nature'' or "spirit." For "spirit"-represented primarily by Christian Buddenbrooks and Hanno-appears either as . wholly futile or passively sensitive (at all events without creative power), while "nature" is represented only by vulgar "go-getters" like th~ Hagenstroms or by the bravely resilient but most unsuccessful and muddle-headed Tony; as for Thomas Buddenbrooks, who trieS to B The connection between Mann's early "vi tal ism" and the philosophy. of Henri Bergson is so obvious as to require no pointing out. reconcile "nature" and "spirit," his shipwreck is complete. The pessimism of Buddenbrooks is too all-pervading to leave any opening for humanistic hopes.
Tristan (1903) , the first of what are called the Kunst/er-novellen (studies of artist 7 types), is a brisk, dramatic conte in the French rather than the German manner, worthy of the pen of Maupassant. It is the most pungent (almost cruel) expression of the Art-Nature antithesis that Mann ever achieved. The closing scene in which Herr Spinell, the aesthete-who has been making Platonic "nightand-death" love in the "Tristan" manner to the consumptive wife of Herr Kloterjahn (the latter the type of coarse, common-place humanity), but who is merely unnerved, not heart-broken, like her husband, by the news of her impending death-is completely routed by his unexpected encounter with Life itself in the guise of the healthy, bouncing baby of the dying woman, is one of the neatest "curtains" in the history of the short story and a masterpiece of bitte.r humour and devastating irony.-As a contribution to humanism, however, the story is no advance over Buddenbrooks. Who can take the fatuous Spinell, who is staying in the sanitarium not because he is consumptive but because it is decorated in the Empire style ("Now there are times when I simply can't live without Empire"), and whose novel is printed in such a way that "each letter looked like a Gothic cathedral," as a serious representative of "spirit"? He recalls too vividly the Gilbertian magnet which yearned for "a silver churn" not to suggest a deliberate satire on the "mauve decade" from which the world was just emerging. And what champion of "nature" will welcome the unprepossessing Herr Kloterjahn as its representative? If Buddenbrooks reveals Mann in a mood of unrelieved pessimism, Tristan seems to have been written in an access of savage cynicism.
The clouds lift with Tanio Kroger (1903) to reveal the true humanism (in every sense of the word) of Thomas Mann. No wonder that this charming Novelle has remained the most universally beloved of all the author's works. If Tristan suggests an exercise in the French manner, Tonio Kroger is thoroughly German in its confessional warmth, its patient balancing of opposites, and the lyric beauty of its style. It is, of course, the most frankly autobiographical of all Mann's works; he has dowered Tonia Kroger with his own intellect and heart, with his own excruci~ting dilemma. The opening chapters describe Tanio's boyhood in Lubeck with his perfectly normal friend Hans Hansen and the girl he (Tonia) loves, lngeborg Holm, who, being a child of nature, cannot understand Tonia, the child of art (though he can understand her) . The middle section deals with his life in Bohemian circles in Munich, and consists, not of narrative, but of a long discussion of the problems of the artist. Later Tanio, now a mature man and celebrated writer, revisits his northern home, and at a Danish seaside-resort sees two people who are for him the reincarnation of the two friends of his boyhood, unspoiled by art. He is moved by the love he feels for them to write a letter to his Bohemian friend in Munich, which contains the most often-quoted and most central passage in all Mann's work. The lovely, limpid, musical prose is typical of the whole work. I quoted part of it above; most of the remainder follows:
I stand between two worlds. I am at home in neither, and I sutTer in consequence. You artists· call me a bourgtois, and the bourgeois try to anest me. . . . T don't know which makes me feel worse. The bourgeois are stupid, but you adorers of the beautiful, who call me phlegmatic and without aspirations, you ought to realize that there is a way of being an artist that goes so deep .... that no longing seems to it sweeter and more worth knowing than longing after the bliss of rhe commonplace.
I admire those proud, cold beings who adventure upon the paths o( great and demonic beauty and despise " mankind;" but I do not envy them. For if anything is capable of making a poet out of a literary m an, it is my bourgeois love of the human, the living and the ordinary. It is the source of all warmth, goodness and humour; I even almost think it is itself that love of which it stands written that one may speak with the tongues of men and .of angels and yet having it not be as sounding brass and tinkling cymbals .... Do nor chide this love, Lisaveta; it is good and fruitful. There is longing in it and a gentle envy, just a touch of contempt and a world of innocent bliss.
Not only do we meet for the first time worthy embodiments of "spirit" and "nature" in the successful and brilliant writer, Tanio Kroger, and in the idealized figures of ordinary humanity, Hans Hansen and lngeborg Holm, but in the above passage we have clearly formulated Mann's first step towards a synthesis of the two elements in Tonia's "longing after the bliss of the commonplace." But the characteristic " touch of con tempt" is enough to prevent him from ever achieving a union of " spirit" with "nature."
That curious and ambiguous work, Fiorenza (1906), Thomas Mann's only attempt at the dramatic form, gives several unexpected twists to the author's thought and art. The historic setting and the long semi-dramatic, semi-philosophic speeches are a far-off adumbration of what was to be attempted on a much grander scale in Joseph and His Brethren nearly a generation later. The treatment of the Nature-Spirit complex is peculiar in the extreme, and seems to betray some fault in logic. Nature appears to be represented-and this is a reversion to the more than "a touch of contempt" with which she was regarded in the pre-Tonio Kroger writings-by the frivolous hangers-on of Lorenzo's court. Spirit, on the other hand, appears in what seems at first new and striking guises, as Lorenzo, the spirit that seeks to embody the beauty of life as it is, and as Savonarola, the spirit that is hostile to the beauty of life, the spirit " in sympathy with death," the spirit of asceticism. The new thing is that, in both these aspects, "spirit" is for the first time represented, not as merely passive and analytic, but as dynamic and activist. The weakness of the presentation seems to consist in the fact that Mann makes both of these manifestations of "spirit" mere seekers after personal power, whereby their opposition to each other loses all the profound, dramatic symbolism it might have had. The explanation of the apparent ambiguity of the author's purpose in this work probably is that he was here attempting an exercise in that side of Nietz... scheism which, as we pointed out above, was least congenia,l to him-the doctrine of the Superman and of the Will to Power. But in the development of Mann's ideas Fiorenza nevertheless marks an important etape; "spirit" assumes a more active guise; and perhaps one might venture the suggestion that Lorenzo and Savonarola are preliminary sketches for Settembrini and Naphta respectively in The Magic Mountain.
With his second full-length novel, Royal Highness (1909), Mann at last attained, in a sense, a synthesis of "nature" and "spirit," but, ·in my judgment, a somewhat precarious synthesis, as the later works seem to show. No work of Mann has been more variously judged, both as art and as philosophy. On one of its characteristics everyone may agree-it standsout like a sun~lit clearing in the dark forest of its author's work. Here at least Mann has followed the slogan of his own Hans Castorp, and has "let death have no sovereignty over his thoughts." It has two other interesting fe atures ; it is the most neatly constructed of its author's longer works; and it is, previously to The Magic Mountain, the one that conforms best to the ideal of the Bildungsroman. It is the story of how Prince Klaus Heinrich, ruler of a small German principality, strives to get into the proper human relationship with his people, and how he finally-by the aid of Imma Spoelmann, the Dollarprinzessin from America-succeeds in doing so and in serving his people as well as "representing" · them. It is-viewed from the most superficial angle-a delightfully picturesque and humorous record of life in a small German court of the pre-War period (and, as such, of historic value now). But, though Thomas Mann may seem in this novel to have taken a holiday from his more gloomy musings, he has not, after all, departed as much as may .appear from his central theme-the tension between "spirit" and "nature." For he sees the Monarch-exalted above his people, living in a rarefied atmosphere, yet in a sense having it as his very function to "represent" his people, to express their natures and aspirations on a higher plane-he sees the Monarch as occupying a position curiously like that of the Artist and suffering like him estrangement from common humanity. This analogy between Artist and Monarch is well brought out in the scene of the interview between the Prince and the poet Axel Martini, an exquisite example of Mann's humour and irony at their best. The latter has just received a prize (a silver goblet awarded by the Prince) for his poem "The Joy of Living," and it is incumbent on the Prince to receive him and congratulate him on his success. Th~ Prince is inwardly a little dismayed, and at the same time a little exhilarated, at the thought of meeting a man capable of writing on such a dangerous, nay almost shocking, subject as the joy of living; he expects to find a Bohemian whose life is all "wine, women, and song;" but he is surprised and somewhat disappointed to learn from the poet that, though he has written a poem, "The Joy of Living," he knows as little as the Prince himself about the subject from personal experience. He too is "spirit," not "nature." For his health is so precarious that, if he indulged in any of the joys of living, he would have no energy left to write about them. He has to preserve all his strength for his poetic activities.
"Then," said the Prince, "you will probably never empty the goblet I have presented to you, Herr Martini?" "Driok wine out of it? No, Your Royal Highness. Though it would be a beautiful gesture. But I never drink wine. And I go to bed at ten o'clock, and live most hygienically in every way. Otherwise I'd never have woo the gobler."
How does the synthesis of "nature" and "spirit" come about? By the Prince's falling in love with Imma Spoelmann and marrying her, as soon as he has shown himself capable of throwing off his monarchical stiffness and of taking a practical interest in the affairs of his people as well as of "representing" them. The fairy-tale-like close, with the people in raptures over the brilliant wedding, is full of charm. But I cannot help feeling that there is something rather "external" about this synthesis-and I understand that Thomas Mann shares this feeling, though not all his admirers do. No doubt Love is capable of transforming a man; but what is there in common between this sentimental con version and the slow, groping, intellectual Bildung that is the characteristic process in the great novels of Mann's post-War period?
At all events, we hear no more about the synthesis in Mann's next important work, which, on the contrary, embodies the most tragic collision of '·'nature" and "spirit" he ever depicted. Death in Venice (1912) is, along with Buddenbrooks, undoubtedly the most universally known work of Thomas Mann. It lacks the profound human warmth and the humour of his other stories; but it is perhaps the most consummate work of pure art-somewhat in the foreign manner of a Flaubert or an Oscar Wilde-that he has ever produced. It has a sculptural perfection of form, a galbe, and a fusion of story, characters, and atmosphere into a perfect unity of impression that go to make one of the most overpowering things I know in literature. Its style, too, in its lofty intellectual precision and purity, is as different from the flowing prose of Tonio Kroger as from the dramatic style of Tristan . It is fascinating to see how by these qualities of aristocratic dignity and serenity of style Thomas Mann manages to mitigate the repulsiveness of his subject-matter. For, in its essence, it is a nightmare of horror; and I know of only one other short story in modern literature (Henry James's The Turn of the Screw) where horror is transformed so wonderfully into beauty. From the first line to the last we are bathed in an atmosphere of mysterious foreboding, sultry oppression, decadence, disease, and vice, as we watch the gradual collapse of the agi~g, distinguished author, Gustav Aschenbach, who,_ thinking to pursue his dream of pure, intellectual beauty, finds himself in fact pursuing through the cholera-infested lanes of the crumbling city of the lagoons the beautiful Polish boy for whom ~e has conceived a mad passion.
IV An interval of twelve years-and what years!-separates Death in Venice from
The Magic Mountain (1924) . The War years were devoted to what started as a polemical book on the War and ended as a thorough thrashing-out of Mann's own intellectual presuppositions on such subjects as "nature," "spirit," "culture," ;,democracy," "freedom," etc. The pregnant book embodying this "coming to terms with himself," The Reflections of an Unpolitical Man (1918) , has never, to my knowledge, been translated into En.glish. That is regrettable, for passages like that on the Zivilisationsliterat (here condemned by Mann as the type of the Westernizing demagogue of political "reason" and "freedom"), for example, throw light on the guises in which "spirit" appears in the great novel and on characterizations like Settembrini and Naphta. The great critical essay, Goethe and Tolstoy (1923) , is, however; available in English, and throws much light on the intellectual preparation for The Magic Mountain.
This astounding work has left many a well-intentioned reader breathless. It is the ass's bridge among its author's books. Never before has a novel been loaded with such an intellectual cargo. It. is not to be recommended to people who cannot enjoy a novel until they are quite sure they understand all it means. But those who want (like the hero) to probe the meaning of Life, from the meanest of the bodily functions through the questionings of the intellect up to the sensual and emotional mysteries of love~ to see in a novel for the first time the three aspects of Life (physical, mental, and emotional) driving abreast without one pulling ahead to the detriment of the other, will find here one of the richest pieces of imaginative writing of our time (backed up by the solidest in-. teUectual culture ever possessed by any novelist), a great scientificophilosophical poem in prose, which (if he had produced nothing else) would alone stamp its author as the greatest living master of literature. T he A1agic Mountain, which was started by Mann before the War as a small-scale satirical sketch of life in a sanitarium and gradually became enlarged to t ake in the reflections provoked by his war-experience, is thus the result of twelve years' gestation. It tells how a young man, Hans Castorp, comes to visit his cousin, Joachim Ziemssen, who is undergoing treatment for tuberculosis in Hofrat Behrens' sanitarium on the summit of the Magic Mountain. Partly because Behrens discovers in Hans, too, a slight tubercular tendency, but mainly because the young man with his inborn love of the morbid (the familiar "sympathy }Vith death") is fascinated by the atmosphere and life of the place, he spends not a few days, as he planned, but seven years on the mountain, where he learns all ~here is to know about corruption and death, physical and moral, and from which he is recalled only by the thunderclap of the Great W11r, in whose noise and smoke he vanishes at the end from our view.
This brief outline suggests the profound symbolism of the work, the equating of life in a sanitarium with the feverish heightening of consciousness that spirit (or art) signifies. The mountain-top represents the rarefied atmosphere in which the "intellectual" has his being, far above the "low-lands" of ordinary life. The keen air, the over-abundant food, the comfortable routine, the enforced idleness, on the one hand-and, on the other, the hospital atmosphere, the omnipresence of death and decay-in short, the danu macabr~ in a hotel d~ /ux..-combine to stimulate the senses and the nerves of all the inmates. It is life at fever-pitch, "life's fitful fever" raised to the nth power. Mann's peculiar gift {which Henry James alone shares with him) for treating the morbid and the "questionable" (a favourite word with him) in a tone of aristocratic refinement and ironic humour reaches its greatest heights here. As for the great gallery of characters-remarkable syntheses, each one, of the individual and the symbol-here indeed is God's plenty, sufficient to set most contemporary novelists up for the term of their natural book-writing life. Particularly to be noted for their humanistic significance are, on the one hand, the two opposed intellectuals, the jreres ennemis of "spirit," Settembrini, the Italian rationalistic liberal and Naphta, the Jesuitic nihiljst, who undertake from opposite angles the philosoprucal education of Hans Castorp and who in their lengthy arguments traverse almost the whole intellectual field of our time, spatiatemporal metaphysics, rationalism vffsus mysticism, democracy v~rsus autocracy, socialism v"sus capitalism, militarism o"sus pacificism, romanticism versus classicism;-and on the other, Mynheer Peeperkorn, perhaps Mann's grandest imaginative creation, the old Dutchman who, by sheer " personality" and in spite of incoherency of utterance, draws the attention of everybody away from the eloquence and wit of the two "intellectuals"-the moment he enters a room and whose only philosophy is "to do homage to Life."
Perhaps the most uniq.ue impression that one takes away from this extraordinary work is its singular blend of the scientific and the emotional. We see the human being as an animal organism and simultaneously as a suffering, experiencing spirit. For example, Hans Castorp reinforces the intellectual training he gets in listening to the disputes between Settembrini and Naphta by his own researches in vast tomes on anatomy, physiology, and pathology, as he lies on his balcony under the starry, wintry sky, with a thermometer in his mouth, doing his daily "rest-cure." The knowledge he there acquires of this mysterious body of ours becomes so inextricably mingled with all his thoughts and feelings that when, during the Carnival celebration, and in a state which, it is true, clouds his faculties for discrimination a little, he makes love to Clavdia Chauchat (the amoral Russian countess) in a declaration such as no mortal woman can ever have heard before or since, he caps the climax by. imploring her to give him an X-ray photograph of her skeleton to put in his breast-pocket next his heart (the modern form of the Liebestod)! A great controversy has raged in Germany as to whether The Magic Mountain is a real Bildungsroman or not. Obviously, if Bildung must terminate in a transformation of character or of Weltanschauung, the answer is negative. When the Great War calls Hans Castorp down to the "low-lands" again> he is pretty much the romantic with "a sympathy for death" who came up seven years before. I think the proper way to regard The Magic Mountain is as a novelistic counterpart to the theoretical Reflections of a Non-Political Jt1an, a canvassing of all the "pros" and "cons," a marshalling of forces preliminary to a new advance from the plateau gained in Royal Highness to higher ground. Seen from this point of view, what a superb Bildungsroman it is! How incomparably more profound than in any previous work the study of the terms "nature" and "spirit"! With what sharpness ail the issues of "humanism" and "naturalism" are focussed on the screen! And with what artistic mastery is plastic form given to these abstractions in such symbolic personages as Settembrini and Peeperkorn! Particular! y noteworthy is the new appr.eciation shown for the more "activist" forms of both ' 'spirit" and "nature." Settembrini, the propagandist for Reason, Democracy, and Progress, is made a really attractive figure, although some kindly mockery is spent on "the hand-organ man" and Hans Castorp accuses him of thinking his "free~thinking line" has "a corner in human dignity." Naphta, on the other hand, the negating spirit, though he has been thought by some to represent the secret depths of Mann's own temperament, is a much less sympathetic figure. As for Peeperkorn, "nature," who has had to be content heretofore with often attractive but usually very retiring representatives (like the admirable Ziemssen in this same novel), finds at last an eloquent, if sometimes inarticulate, spokesman . Although that almost Gallic malice t hat is the Mannian P uck cannot resist making him appear sometimes a little ridiculous (the author sees now that even "nature" can be romanticized), no reader is left in doubt that he is intended to be an imposing figure. How magnHicent is his paean to "feeling"! "Feeling, you understand, is the masculine force that rouses life. Life slumbers. It needs to be roused, to be awakened to a drunken marriage with divine feeling. For feeling, young man, is godlike. Man is godlike, in that he feels. He is the feeling of God. God created him in order to feel through him. Man is nothing but the organ through which God <;onsummates his marriage with roused and intoxicated life. I.f man fails in feeling, it is blasphemy; it is the surrender of His masculinity, a cosmic catastrophe, an irreconcilable horror." v And so to Mann's "work in progress," Joseph and His Brethren 7 (1933-) . Its already enormous size and the fact that it is nevertheless incomplete at the present moment render impossible a treatment of it here proportionate to that accorded to Mann's other works. Though each successive volume has a narrative unity of its own, yet "the story of Joseph" will not be complete till the last instalment appears; and as for the philosophical significance of the work (which concerns us most) it becomes increasingly evident that the full secret of that, too, will not be disclosed before the termination of the work. Any attempt at a final judgment on the artistic or philosophic value of the great enterprise would, therefore, be premature. Yet the work is sufficiently advanced to permit a provisional estimate.
At first sight the new work seems to be an entirely fresh departure for its author, having no relation to his previous naturalistic and pessimistic fiction. Yet we have not gone far before we recognize that it is but the last stage in an evolution towards symbolism that had been going on quite steadily. The Magic Mountain had really marked a great advance in this direction, but its strong realistic and contemporary aspect had partly concealed the fact. Yet, if the reader will recall the obsession of Mann with "time" and its phenomena in The Magic Mountain, he will perceive the link that joins that work with its successor. Above all, there are very significant passages in the earlier work on the "circularity of time," the phenomenon of "recurrence" (viz., Hans Castorp's borrowing of a pencil from Pribislav Hippe and later from Clavdia Chauchat), that point straight towards the Joseph story. For what else does the study of "the psychology of the myth" (by which phrase Mann has defined his purpose in the Joseph story) involve than the realization on a man's part (in this case, on Joseph's part) of the significance of those experiences of his that seem to be a "recurrence" of previous experiences of his own or of his ancestors and which, therefore, have a "symbolic" value for him and perhaps for all humanity?
Much discussion of the Joseph story lays great stress on its applicability to contemporary history, to its almost allegorical and even propagandist significance. This sort of thing may be overdone: I think Thomas Mann is too great an artist to be an allegorist, though he is undoubtedly a symbolist. Yet these two facts, first, that the very theme of the work is "recurrence," and secondly, that Mann began writing it when the Nazi doctrine (as also, of course, the other European revolutionary doctrines) of "a new world," "the new Fascist era," etc., were already rife, may indeed justify us in seeing in the novel an attempt to react against the idea that the world ever makes literally a fresh start, to claim that, on the contrary, the way to a better future is pointed by a reference to the past. That "recurrence" does not, however, mean literal repetition, but that the history of man is to be thought of as a spiral ascent, partly circular, partly upward, is, of course, an equally stressed idea in the work.
But another link between· The Magic Mountain and Joseph and
His Brethren is to be found in the more liberal attitude towards "spir[t" that was shown in the previous work. The negating aspect of "spirit" was, as we have seen, embodied in a brilliant but unsympathetic character (Naphta), whereas the affirmative and forward-looking aspect of it (which Mann had prev[ously associated rather contemptuously with the Zioilisationsliterat) took the charmingly humane even if slightly pedantic form of Settembrini. As for the "hero," he resymbled his prototypes in Mann by inclining towards the dark gods, towards "a sympathy with death;" yet he differed from them in making at least a serious intellectual effort to escape towards the light. Now what strikes every. reader of Mann's previous works who opens Joseph and His Brethren is that here at last we have a hero who is decidedly "spirit," yet-as Mr Slochower 8 says plumply-" is riot sick," physically or morally. On the other hand, it must be stressed that, though he is not "sick," Joseph shares with his artist-predecessors a sneaking interest in the "questionable." When we first meet him, he is engaged in highly doubtful flirtation with the moon-goddess and other materialistic divinities who represented a stage of theology that Jacob, Isaac, and Abraham had long outlived . Nor does he share his father's utter horror of the land of Egypt, "the monkey land." His . "spirit'; is not the dry, clear Latin "reason" of a Settembrin i; Joseph is a dreamer and, like a modern Freudian, he believes that the ' 'unconscious" may be used as a guide to a higher, not a lower life. Moreover, he is not averse to playing with moral fire, which brings him within ari ace of succumbing to Potiphar's wife (who may symbolize the forces of death and reaction). Finally, he is by nature an egotist, proud of his intellectual superiority and convinced "that everybody loved him more than they loved themselves," which results in his flaunting his coat of many colours (symbolizing this superiority) before his brethren and being thrown into the well. . But from each discomfiture Joseph rises, not only triumphant, or rather not triumphant at all in a vulgar sense, but a wiser. man; and wiser, because he recognizes in h is experiences " recurrences" of similar events in his ancestors' lives. From his incarceration in the well (symbolizing the descent into death, whence the resur8Harry Slochower, Thomas ·Mann's 'Joseph Story: An lnltrprelation, New York, Knopf, 1938. rection-in body or in spirit), which he recognizes as a new form of Jacob's bondage to Laban, he learns that his pride of intellect was wrong, so in his later life in Egypt he becomes humble and helpful, makes his "spirit" or "culture" serviceable to others; and it is to be assumed that the continuation of the novel after his second going-down into the pit at the close of joseph in Egypt will (it is to be called 'Joseph the Nourisher) show him establishing a sort of collectivist economy in Egypt. So the cycle taken as a whole will be a great Bildungsroman, showing a development of "spirit" from aristocratic individualism to co-operation with common humanity ("nature").
Common humanity or "the masses" (and therefore, we must suppose, "nature") seems to be represented by Joseph's brothers, whose portrayal is one of the artistic triumphs of the novel. Now, whereas "nature" had previously been represented as sometimes attractive, sometimes not, but always as having a certain· selfsufficiency, as holding the secret of successful living, and having no yearning towards "spirit" as "spirit" yearned towards her, that no longer holds true here; the brothers are pictured as .a crude, brutal, but also somewhat helpless cr,owd, who underneath their exasperation with Joseph (largely justified by his outrageous vanity and tactlessness) have a sneaking respect and even love for him (the opposition appears particularly in the remarkable portrayal of Reuben). And Joseph, on his side, yearns for the love and appreciation of his brothers.
Here, then, at last, we have the reciprocal yearning of "nature" and "spirit" towards each other. Moreover, Joseph is himself both "nature" and "spirit." He is the synthesis of all that is attractive in both Tonia Kroger and Hans Hansen; he has the intellectual brilliance of the one, and the natural human charm of the other; all he needs to do is to mature and to learn how to make the one part of him serve the other and both serve humanity. 9 Casting a retrospective glance, then, over the long road Mann has come since Buddenbrooks, we see that it has been gradually converging towards, and has at last run into, the main highway of the New Humanists. Beginning with a faith in " nature" as the true guide to sound human living and a distrust of "spirit" as a disruptive and negative force, he has almost (though not quite) reversed his position, and now inclines to see in "nature" blind and destructive instinct which requires the shaping guidance of "spirit" if it is not to land itself and the world in ruin. And what makes the identity of Mann's latest philosophy with that of the Humanists still more unmistakable is the fact. that "spirit" is obviously not mere "reason" but rather that "higher intuition" or "imagination" which sees, as by divination, in dreams, or in the "unconscious" the recurrent pattern in life's rnanifoldness, the One in the Many.
